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ADDENDUM TO "A THEOREM ON CHOICE FUNCTIONS" 
BY 
N. G. DE BRUIJN 
(Communicated at the meeting of March 28, 1959) 
Professor HEYTING brought to my attention that there is an error in 
my paper "A theorem on choice functions" (Nederl. Akad. Wetensch. 
Proc. Ser. A 60 = Indag. Math. 19 (1957), 409-411). The slip can be 
found on the top line of page 410, where the existence of an index it 
such that MD\Mi, has power m is taken for granted. This is not generally 
correct. 
It is not difficult, however, to give a correct argument. The part of the 
proof starting with (ii) on the bottom line of page 409 and ending on 
page 410, 5th line from top, can be replaced by: 
(ii) If IM00 1 <m, we choose an ascending sequence of indices O=io< 
<i1 <i2 < ... such that Nk=Mtk\Mtk+l has at least k+1 elements 
(k= 0, 1, 2, ... ). We divide Nk into k+ 1 disjoint parts Nko, ... , Nkk such 
that !Nkol= ... =INkki=INkl if Nk is infinite, and such that each Nki 
00 
(j= 1, ... , k) is non-empty if Nk is finite. We put S1= U Nki (j=O, 1, ... ). 
00 k-i 
We know that ! !Nkl=m for each integer n;;;.O. So for j=O, 1, ... we 
k-n 
infer that ISJI<m<NoiSJ!. We have NoiSil = ISJI, sj being infinite. It 
follows that IS1I=m (j=O, 1, 2, ... ).We now take Mo=M00 U So, M1=S1 
(j= 1, 2, ... ).It is easy to see that these M/s have the required properties. 
A second correction concerns Remark 3 at the end of the paper, which 
stl:!'tes: "The part of our proof that starts from the special case (1), is 
independent of the axiom of choice". This gives rise to confusion, as the 
assumptions made in that part of the proof were not explicitly repeated 
in Rem~trk 3. If the proof, from (1) onward, is read under the assumption 
(made in the beginning of the paper) that m is the power of M, the remark 
is incorrect (as indicated by S. GINSBURG in Math. Reviews 19 (1958) 
1152). If it is read, however, under the assumption that m is the power 
of X (and this was the author's intention, see page 410, 6th line from 
top), then we do not need the axiom of choice. 
The formula lXI = IMI cannot be claimed to be independent from the 
axiom of choice, although there are special cases where that axiom is 
not needed. 
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